Web Community Manager 2.25 Release Notes
New or Changed Functionality or User Experience
Calendar Improvement
We've made an improvement to the calendar based on your feedback. We improved the search
process so that legacy calendars are no longer returned in search results. The current calendar
will appear for all search results.

Resolved Issues
We have resolved the following issues in this release. We’ve listed the issues as they were
originally entered and in the order that they were reported.
Functional Area

Subject

Accessibility

Fixed the Click Here link text in the Document Viewer app to
make it less generic.

Accessibility

Fixed custom error messages to make sure they are AX
compliant.
Fixed an issue with duplicate IDs in the login page.

Accessibility
Links
Staff Directory App
Upcoming Events
Forms and Surveys
Images
Templates
Templates

Passports
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Fixed an issue with Map Section to Web Address where
clicking the Channel Link when top (or only) section is
mapped will not open in a new window.
Fixed an issue in the Staff Directory when there is an
ampersand in the location field a search returns 0 records.
Fixed an issue where the link from upcoming events returned
the legacy calendar event detail view page.
Fixed an issue where a user was unable to complete a multianswer checkbox multiple choice question in IE 11.
Fixed an issue where the image size wasn't recalculated if a
user entered invalid characters.
Fixed an issue where quotes were causing template rendering
issues in Template Library templates.
Fixed an issue where adding a URL that contains an
ampersand to the Icon link caused code to appear in the
template.
Fixed an issue with the user update import where passport
permissions were overritten if passports weren't mapped.
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On-screen Alerts

Fixed an issue where alerts created in Bb Comms and then
pushed to a specific subsite didn’t appear in the district’s list if
the user didn’t allow on-screen alerts on subsites.

Technical Requirements
Here are the Web Community Manger End-User Technical Requirements.
The Blackboard Privacy Policy updated to reflect the Blackboard brand.

Refresh Your Cache
It's always a good practice to clear your browser cache on a regular basis. Refresh your Cache shows you
how to clear your cache in any browser.

Resources and Materials
As always, you can find resources and materials related to this release as well as to the many features and
functions on the Blackboard Help website. Core Resources and Hot Help Topics, Apps Showroom,
Training and Creative—we’ve got the information you need to succeed with your Web Community
Manager website.
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